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Abstract. This study presents a fuzzy time interval of fuzzy stock price co-movement
pattern, so-called FTI-FSPCM pattern. The FTI-FSPCM is a subsequence which frequently occurs on the historical stock price sequences and comprises fuzzy stock price
movement types with fuzzy time intervals. To mine the FTI-FSPCM patterns, we employ FP-GROWTH PREFIX-SPAN algorithm by focusing on stock price discretization
based on the fuzzy-linguistic terms. More specifically, the discretization combines the
fuzzy return types and the fuzzy time intervals. This study aims to build an investment
portfolio for the investor based on the FTI-FSPCM patterns in general, for each company and inter-companies. The experimental results showed that FTI-FSPCM patterns
interpret the movements of stock price trends. Furthermore, the FTI-FSPCM patterns
can be used as investment decision supports.
Keywords: Fuzzy stock co-movement, Fuzzy time interval, Mining sequential patterns

1. Introduction. Stock as an indication of company assets is a well-known instrument
in ﬁnancial marketing. A company shares its stock price information in order to attract
their prospective investors. Deﬁnitely, the investors need to analyze the stock price trends
on their desired company and/or even curious about how the correlation between the
competitors before they decide to invest. When both sides meet with the agreement,
the investors hold a stock as their asset warrants in certain company or incorporated
companies. In other words, they legally have rights to claim the proﬁt and assets of the
company and rightful to attend the General Shareholders Meeting1 .
Predicting the stock price is one promising task on investment decision making. There
are many machine learning techniques that have been conducted on it, such as linear
regression [1], and support vector regression (SVR) [2]. However, the prediction results
do not provide simple visualization for beginner investor to understand or the investors
require to hire experts to interpret it. In this case, some researchers studied to visualize the stock price trends using data mining techniques as mining association rules [3]
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and mining sequential patterns [4]. The one challenging task on the mining process is
to determine categorical values of continuous values. Categorical values could make the
generated association rules or the generated sequence patterns of stock price movements
more understandable. A clustering method [5] is a common approach to categorize continuous values, but we need to deﬁne the k-number of center points and evaluate it until
it reaches the best results. In another way, a fuzzy approach [6] can be utilized to build
linguistic terms as the categorical values. By only extracting the association on stock price
trends, we may lose the detail of its movements for particular events. Therefore, this study employs mining sequential pattern techniques using FP-GROWTH PREFIX-SPAN
algorithm. The FP-GROWTH PREFIX-SPAN performs faster than other predecessor algorithms, such as GSP, FreeSpan or SPADE as the pseudoprojection method can reduce
the number and size of the projected databases [7].
This study mines a fuzzy time interval of fuzzy stock price co-movement patterns called
FTI-FSPCM patterns. The FTI-FSPCM is a subsequence which frequently occurs on the
historical stock price sequences and comprises fuzzy stock price movement types with
fuzzy time intervals. We deﬁne the stock price movements based on its returns, i.e.,
proﬁt and loss which are extended into three intervals using fuzzy triangular membership
function for each return. Moreover, we also use the fuzzy triangular membership function
to denote the time intervals. For an instance, company A has an FTI-FSPCM pattern,
i.e., Profit is High for Short time and Loss is High for Long time. Based on the example,
we prefer to do not invest on company A. The goal of this study is to present investment
guidance for the investors through the generated FTI-FSPCM patterns which explain the
stock price trends time period.
To achieve our goals, we ﬁrst build the FTI-FSPCM patterns in general to represent
the whole historical stock price of many companies in Indonesia. Speciﬁcally, we extract
the FTI-FSPCM patterns for each company; thus, the investors have information about
the condition for each company. At last, we provide the FTI-FSPCM patterns for some
intercompany. In this case, the investors have better information about the stock price
trends for each company to their competitors or alliances, which makes the investors can
have second decisions whether invest on that company or to their competitors or alliances.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related works on mining
association rules and sequential patterns, especially on stock price co-movements. Section 3 introduces the deﬁnition of FTI-FSPCM patterns and the methodology to mine it.
Section 4 discusses the generated FTI-FSPCM patterns. Section 5 concludes this paper
and explains the future works.
2. Related Works. In data mining, there are two mining techniques, which can be used
to deliver useful information to the user, i.e., mining association rules (MAR) and mining
sequence patterns (MSP). Both techniques have been applied in many real-world problems, such as weather prediction [8], human activity recognition [9], and ﬁnancial market
analysis [10]. Here, we discuss about stock price analysis with MAR and MSP. Ting et al.
mined stock patterns from only stock sequence – intra-stock patterns and several stock
sequences – inter-stock patterns based on MAR on classiﬁcation [11]. They did many
investigations to obtain a ﬁxed threshold, which is used to determine three distinct items.
Liao et al. combined MAR and k-means to get stock category association [12]. Next, Liao
and Chu explored association stock co-movement in between two countries, i.e., Taiwan
and China [13]. The dataset on Liao’s researches comprised categorical values, which are
already ﬁt on MAR.
Furthermore, there are two basic things that we need to focus on mining stock price
movements. First, we deal with numerical values. In our previous work in [14], we
apply a fuzzy approach to transforming the stock price time series into 6-linguistic terms
and a single term to describe idle movements. If we implement a cluster approach as
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in [15], it is expensive to have several simulations by ﬁnding the best k-number of center
points. Second, we encounter stock price trends. At this stage, we argue that association
stock price can capture the characterization trends as opposed to MAR which is based
on a single event transaction. From this point of view, we extend our previous work
into mining stock price co-movement patterns called FTI-FSPCM patterns. By adding
additional fuzzy time interval information on the patterns, we clearly describe how the
proﬁt movements will remain or how much time the company needs to solve its losses. To
obtain FTI-FSPCM patterns, we employ FP-GROWTH PREFIX-SPAN [7, 16, 17].
3. Definitions and Methodology. This section deﬁnes some terminologies, which are
related to FTI-FSPCM patterns. This section discusses our proposed methodology to
obtain FTI-FSPCM patterns, which consists of three main steps, that is, transformation,
mining sequential pattern and analysis.
3.1. Definitions. Assume that we have a historical stock price database D = {(pi , ti , si )|
pi ∈ P, ti ∈ T, si ∈ S}. D contains triple sequences of pi , ti and si , where 1 ≤ i ≤ |D|.
pi is a company identity in a set of company identities P = {p1 , p2 , . . . , p|P | }. ti is a
date-time when the stock price is being collected in a set T = {t1 , t2 , . . . , t|T | }. si ∈ R
is a stock price time series in a set S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , s|S| }. To ﬁt with MSP techniques,
we discretize the stock price si and the date-time ti using fuzzy membership functions,
especially trapezoidal-shaped membership functions. For stock prices si ∈ S, initially we
deﬁne their returns based on Equation (1) as follows:
R(si ) =

si+1 − si
si

(1)

Based on the return values from Equation (1), we split the return values into three
return types, i.e., R(si ) > 0 or Rp (si ) means proﬁt, R(si ) < 0 or Rℓ (si ) means loss and
R(si ) = 0 means idle/stable – Stable(S). Next, the two return types, i.e., profit and loss,
are categorized into three-linguistic terms, respectively. The membership functions for
proﬁt denote in this study as follows.
Definition 3.1. Given profit values Rp (si ) > 0, we define three linguistic terms, Profit
High – PH, Profit Medium – PM, and Profit Low – PL, as follows:


if Rp (si ) ≤ 5
0,
µPL (Rp (si )) = (6 − Rp (si )), if 5 < Rp (si ) < 6
(2)

1,
if Rp (si ) ≥ 6


0,
if Rp (si ) ≤ 5 ∨ Rp (si ) ≥ 19




 Rp (si ) − 5
, if 5 < Rp (si ) ≤ 12
(3)
µPM (Rp (si )) =
7





 12 − Rp (si ) , if 12 < Rp (si ) < 19
13


if Rp (si ) ≤ 18
0,
µPH (Rp (si )) = (Rp (si ) − 18), if 18 < Rp (si ) < 19
(4)

1,
if Rp (si ) ≥ 19
The membership functions for loss deﬁne in this study, as follows.
Definition 3.2. Given loss values Rℓ (si ) < 0, we define three linguistic terms, Loss
High – LH, Loss Medium – LM, and Loss Low – LL, as follows:
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if Rℓ (si ) ≥ −18
0,
µLL (Rℓ (si )) = (−18 − Rℓ (si )), if − 19 < Rℓ (si ) < −18

1,
if Rℓ (si ) ≤ −19

0,
if Rℓ (si ) ≤ −19 ∨ Rℓ (si ) ≥ −5



 Rℓ (si ) + 19
,
if − 19 < Rℓ (si ) ≤ −12
µLM (Rℓ (si )) =
7



 −12 − Rℓ (si ) , if − 12 < Rℓ (si ) < −5
7


if Rℓ (si ) ≤ −6
0,
µLH (Rℓ (si )) = (Rℓ (si ) + 6), if − 6 < Rℓ (si ) < −5

1,
if Rℓ (si ) ≥ −5

(5)

(6)

(7)

From Deﬁnition 3.1 and Deﬁnition 3.2, we have a set of fuzzy stock price movement
distinct items Ig = {PH, PM, PL, LH, LM, LL, S}. In addition, we also use trapezoidal-shaped
membership function for date-time, and then we have fuzzy time intervals, such as the
following.
Definition 3.3. Given date-time ti , we define three linguistic terms, short, middle, and
long, as follows:


0,
if ti ≥ 7


7 − ti
µshort (ti ) =
(8)
, if 2 < ti < 7

5

1,
if ti ≤ 2


0,
if ti ≤ 2 ∨ ti ≥ 28



 ti − 2
, if 2 < ti ≤ 15
(9)
µmiddle (ti ) =
13




 28 − ti , if 15 < ti < 28
13


0,
if ti ≤ 15


ti − 15
µlong (ti ) =
(10)
, if 15 < ti < 28


1, 13
if ti ≥ 28
From Deﬁnition 3.3, we have a set of fuzzy time intervals If = {short, middle, long}.
We now build two sets based id-companies, such that a set of fuzzy stock price comovements (FSPCM) sequences and a set of (FTI-FSPCM sequences. G = {g
) 1 , g2 , . . .,
g|P | } is a set of FSPCM sequences, where gj = (gj1 , tj1 ), (gj2 , tj2 ), . . . , (g
( jn , tjn ) and gjk ∈
Ig . F = {f1 , f2), . . . , f|P | } is a set of FTI-FSPCM sequences, where fj = (fj1 , ℓj1 ), (fj2 , ℓj2 ),
. . . , (fjm , ℓjm ) , fjk ∈ Ig and ℓjk ∈ If . Next, we give a description about a membership
degree of gj and fj below.
(
)
(
Definition 3.4. Given
two
sequences
g
=
(g
,
t
),
(g
,
t
),
.
.
.
,
(g
,
t
)
and
f
=
(f1 , ℓ1 ),
1
1
2
2
n
n
)
(f2 , ℓ2 ), . . . , (fm , ℓm ) , and f1 = wk,1 , f2 = wk,2 , . . . , fm = wk,m , where 1 ≤ wk,1 ≤ wk,2 ≤
· · · ≤ wk,m ≤ n, f is a subset of fuzzy time interval of g with membership degree γ by
satisfying the following conditions:
twk,j = twk,j+1 − twk,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ m − 1 ∧ 1 ≤ k ≤ K
γ = max min {µIf (twk,j )}
1≤k≤K 1≤j≤m−1

(11)
(12)

Assume we have fp which is a subsequence of f . To decide whether fp is frequent subsequence in F , we denote a relative support value of fp , as follows.
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Definition 3.5. Given a subsequence fp and a membership degree γ(fp , g), a relative
support value of fp is given by
∑ γ(fp , gj )
suppG (fp ) =
(13)
|G|
j∈G
where |G| is a cardinality of set G.
Finally, we can deﬁne FTI-FSPCM pattern, as follows.
Definition 3.6. Given a minimum support threshold α, we say a subsequence fp as FTIFSPCM pattern if and only if suppG (fp ) ≥ α.
3.2. Methodology. To extract FTI-FSPCM patterns, we present a methodology that
comprises three main stages: (i) pre-processing stage, (ii) mining sequential patterns stage
and (iii) analyzing stage. In the pre-processing stage, a dataset D is cleaned by deleting
missing values and transforms it into a set F . For instance, we depict the transformation
phase in Figure 1.
After we obtain a set of FTI-FSPCM sequences F , we set the minimum support threshold α and do mining sequential patterns using FP-GROWTH PREFIX-SPAN algorithm.

Figure 1. An illustration of transformation phases

Figure 2. A methodology to mine FTI-FSPCM patterns
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In the mining process, we scan a set F to get all frequent linguistic terms from Ig . The
next step divides the search space with the preﬁx of k-length sequential patterns. After
holding the preﬁx, we build the projected database based on the subset of the preﬁx.
Then, we check whether the support values are greater than or equal to α to obtain the
k-length FTI-FSPCM patterns. Otherwise, we recursively do the same steps until meeting the stopping conditions. There are two stopping conditions, i.e., we cannot ﬁnd any
1-length sequential patterns and/or all support values of k-length sequential patterns with
k > 1 are less than α. For the analyzing stage, we generate three kinds of FTI-FSPCM
patterns such as general, each company and inter-companies to provide some investment
portfolio to the investors.
In the next section, we will discuss the experimental results by specifying several minimum support thresholds α in a range [0, 1] and explain how the generated FTI-FSPCM
patterns in general, for each company, and intercompany which can be used as investment
portfolio.
4. Experimental Results.
4.1. Dataset information. We collected a history price of Yahoo Finance data of 63
stock companies in Indonesia that consists of 9 areas, that is, (1) ﬁnance, (2) consumer,
(3) infrastructure, utilities and transportation, (4) trade, service and investment, (5)
construction, property and real estate, (6) basic industry and chemicals, (7) mining, (8)
plantation, and (9) industrial. We used closed data per day from January 4, 2010 until
December 30, 2015. By pre-processing data, we recorded 97.932 FTI-FSPCM sequences.
4.2. Analysis of stock price co-movements patterns. We now discuss the FTIFSPCM patterns in three kinds as investments portfolio. First, we describe FTI-FSPCM
patterns in general by showing the impact of minimum support threholds α on the number
of generated FTI-FSPCM patterns. Second, we explain about the FTI-FSPCM patterns
for each company. At last, we illustrate the FTI-FSPCM pattern for several intercompanies.
4.2.1. Analysis of general FTI-FSPCM patterns. When we generated FTI-FSPCM patterns in general, we investigate that the number of FTI-FSPCM patterns is increased
when the values of support threshold α are decreasing. It is depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3. A relationship between minimum support thresholds α vs the
number of FTI-FSPCM patterns in general
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After several observations, we obtain 52 FTI-FSPCM patterns for α = 0.5 (see Table 1).
For an instance, {Profit, Low}, short, {Loss, Low}, short, {Stable} with support value
0.956. At the beginning, a company achieves Low-Profit for a short period. Then, the
company suﬀers Low-Loss in a short period. Later, the condition stays remain (i.e.,
Stable). Another pattern is {Profit, Medium}, long, {Loss, Medium} with the support
values 1. It means that the company gets Medium-Profit in a long period at ﬁrst.
Afterwards, the company suﬀers Medium-Low. According to both patterns, we may have
a doubt to invest since the company suﬀers Loss in the end. Furthermore, it happens
almost in all companies as the support value is greater than 0.9. However, we still have
other FTI-FSPCM patterns to be analyzed in Table 1, and then we can take a decision.
Table 1. General FTI-FSPCM patterns with α = 0.5
FTI-FSPCM patterns
Support value
PL
1
LL
1
···
···
PL, short, LL
0.956
PM, long, LM
1
PL, long, PH
1
PM, long, PH
1
···
···
PL, short, LH, short, L, short, L
0.935

4.2.2. Analysis of FTI-FSPCM patterns of each company. In this section, we provide FTIFSPCM patterns for each company. As in the dataset information, we have 63 companies.
However, we only show FTI-FSPCM patterns for three companies with support value = 1
due to the limited space.
Table 2. FTI-FSPCM patterns in id-companies p1 , p3 , p4 with α = 0.3
FTI-FSPCM patterns
Support value
p1 LL, long, p1 PL, long, p1 PM
1
p3 LL, long, p3 PL, long, p3 PM
1
···
···
p4 PH, long, p4 S, long, p4 PM
1
During our experiments, we have some FTI-FSPCM patterns that can be considered as
bad conditions to invest, e.g., p1 LL, long, p1 PL, short, p1 LH with support value = 1.
4.2.3. Analysis of FTI-FSPCM patterns with intercompany relations. In this part, we
present relationship among three companies p1 , p2 , and p3 . We use a minimum support
threshold α = 0.3 and it is described in Table 3.
Table 3. FTI-FSPCM patterns for inter-company p1 , p2 , and p3 with α = 0.3
FTI-FSPCM patterns
Support value
p2 PL, long, p1 PM
1
p3 LL, long, p1 PH
1
···
···
p3 PL, short, p2 LH, long, p2 PM
1
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Even though we work on generating FTI-FSPCM patterns for intercompany, we found
FTI-FSPCM patterns for a single company. It happens in id-company p1 , i.e., the FTIFSPCM pattern is p1 PL, short, p1 PL, short, p1 S with the support value being 1. It
means that the number of transactions for company p1 is larger than other companies, in
this case p2 and p3 .
5. Conclusions. In this study, we build FTI-FSPCM patterns which are able to interpret
the stock price trends by considering two aspects, i.e., return types with diﬀerent levels
and time intervals of each return. Moreover, we bring three kinds of FTI-FSPCM patterns.
In general, we consider the stock price time-series of whole companies, which can be used
as initial decisions. Next stage, we make FTI-FSPCM patterns for each company; thus,
the investors can decide the most proﬁtable company in the future. After all, we still
need to give more information about their relations with other related companies. The
relations can be used to describe their transition in the future.
In the future, we will work on employing FTI-FSPCM patterns to predict the stock
price in the next day, or even build decision support systems to help the investors get a
better understanding.
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